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Introduction
In Roman domestic architecture the spacious peristylia/porticus-gardens, which were added in the late
2nd c. BC, with their accompanying ornamenta gumnasiode and pinacothecae, emulated the royal and public
architecture of the Hellenistic East and particularly the architectural settings of the Greek educational institutions, the gymnasia. These structures represented the education and culture of the villas’ owners in the
Greek style.
The scholarship about these structures has been prolific. In his seminal work on Roman gardens in 1943,
Grimal examined the peristylium and loose porticus structures in relation to the garden and indicated that
both were different design solutions to the same »problem« (sic), namely the garden1. Grimal’s contribution
served to clarify the confusion that Swoboda’s typological distinction, between villa with peristyle (»Peristylvilla mit Gartenperistyl«) and villa with porticus (»Portikusvilla«), had caused in 19192. In the 1960s
and 1970s scholars analysed the visual potency and spatial dynamics in these structures and addressed their
dominating relation to the landscape3. In 1987 Mielsch addressed the cultural affiliations of these structures
to the Hellenistic gymnasium4; and finally, most recently Dickmann’s analysis suggested that the peristylium/
porticus-garden structure, with its accompanying ornamenta gumnasiode, in being incorporated as an alien
element into the Roman house was itself an architectural ornamentum5.
Whereas previous scholarship analysed the architectural development, cultural affiliations, and history of
this structure, my paper addresses it as a novel architectural form that embodied and articulated the ideology of the Roman luxury villa culture. Romans developed a new design language between architecture and
landscape by incorporating and appropriating elements of both Greek and Roman architectural vocabularies. By examining this new design language my aim is to shed light on the ways in which these structures
amalgamate the cultural negotiations of Roman elites, who were in the process of constructing their identity
in the new socio-political situation of the Mediterranean world.
Peristylium-Garden: Definition
The structure to which we refer as a peristylium-garden is a four-aisled portico surrounding an interior
garden. This is a modern conventional term in the scholarship on Roman domestic architecture – in fact, it
is Swoboda that coined the term (»Gartenperistyl«) and Grimal that further defined it (»jardin-peristyle«) 6.
Romans themselves used the words palaestra and gymnasium for the entire structure or peristylium, porticus
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and ambulationes for the portico-structure and ambulatories, and the garden would be described with words
such as silva virdicata (green shrubberies):
equidem hoc quod melius intellego adfirmo, mirifica suavitate villam habiturum piscina et salientibus
additis, palaestra et silva virdicata.
»For my part, I can assure you of this, which is more in my line, that you will have a villa marvellously
pleasant, with the addition of a fish-pond, spouting fountains, a palaestra, and green shrubberies« 7.
Characteristic examples of this architectural type are found in the Villa of the Papyri, the big southwest
peristylium-garden (fig. 1), and in Villa Arianna A, the west peristylium-garden H–Z (fig. 2) – these two examples also indicate the variety in terms of scale. However, there are several variations of the type: instead of
a four-aisled portico, there is a three-aisled one where the fourth side either opened to the landscape – as in
Villa Oplontis A (porticus 40 and garden 59 [fig. 3]) and Villa San Marco (porticus 1 – 2 and garden [fig. 4])
– or was closed with a different architectural structure – such as an arched cryptoporticus structure in Villa
San Marco (62 – 63) or a blind wall as in Villa Arianna B (fig. 5). In some cases, the rectangular peristyle form
would be abandoned altogether and porticus structures would form loose or unconfined design compositions
with the garden, for example the north porticus-garden (33 – 34 – 56) in Villa Oplontis A and the central porticus-garden in Villa Arianna A, between porticus 73 and U. In these cases, there is no longer a peristylium
structure and Swoboda’s term »Portikusvilla« is a more suitable term than the peristylium-garden one.
Architectural Vocabulary
There are two elements in the architectural language of these structures: the porticus structure (whether
a peristylium or a loose porticus structure) and the big pleasure garden, which are indebted in both, Hellenistic and Roman, architectural vocabularies. These precedents have been pointed out in the aforementioned
scholarship8. I will summarise them here in order to address the ways in which Roman designers transformed
them and in doing so created a novel architectural language.
The peristylium/porticus structure
Hellenistic royal, public and religious complexes provided the inspiration for the peristylium and porticus
structures. The precedents were the peristyle courtyards of the Hellenistic palaces (e.g. the palaces in Pella,
Aigai and Demetrias)9, the palaestrae and stoai of the Hellenistic gymnasia (e.g. at Olympia, Delphi and
Delos)10, the stoai of sanctuaries (e.g. the sanctuaries of Asklepios in Kos, of Athena in Lindos, and of Athena
and Dionysos in Pergamon)11 and the stoai in the agorai (e.g. in the agorai of Priene, Milet and Athens)12.
The use of the four-aisled or three-aisled porticus structures had started in the Roman Republican sanctuaries, for example, in the Sanctuary of Fortuna Primigenia in Praeneste and in the Sanctuary of Hercules in
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Tivoli13, as well as in the public porticus, for example in the porticus of Metellus in Rome14. By incorporating
these monumental public structures in domestic architecture, Roman designers wished to assimilate both the
luxuria of the Hellenistic East and the grandiose character of Roman public architecture.
But it was not merely the public, monumental and sumptuous character of these structures to which
Romans aspired. The peristylium and porticus structures were foremost representative of the architecture of
the Greek educational institution, the gymnasium, as is evident from the literary sources. It is not by chance
that Latin authors located philosophical discussions in the peristylium-garden. The appropriateness of these
structures as settings for philosophical discussions is explicitly stated by Catulus in a discussion that Cicero
narrates as taking place at Crassus’ villa at the end of the 1st c. BC:
... num tandem aut locus hic non idoneus videtur, in quo porticus haec ipsa, ubi ambulamus, et palaestra,
et tot locis sessiones, gymnasiorum, et Graecorum disputationum memoriam quodam modo commovent?
»... surely you do not think this is an inappropriate place (sc. for discussion)? Here, where this portico,
in which we are now walking, and this palaestra, and sittings at so many places, awaken somehow the
memory of the gymnasia and the philosophical disputes of the Greeks?«15
The Hellenistic gymnasia were institutions for the education of the youth. Their purpose was to promote
the physical education but foremost the cultivation of the mind16. Cicero used palaestra and gymnasium
interchangeably to signify the peristylium/porticus-gardens in his villas, whereas in its original context the
word gymnasium signified the institution and the words palaestrae and stoai signified the architectural forms
of the gymnasium17. Whether the architectural form that Romans used was the actual architectural form of
the gymnasium is not important. What is important is that Romans thought that these structures were the
architectural language of the Hellenistic gymnasia, and by incorporating them in their private architecture
they made a conscious cultural reference to the gymnasium institution18. We should bear in mind that Roman
elites had not only visited the Hellenistic gymnasia, or had heard of them by reputation, but some of them had
also studied in these institutions. An inscription from Attica attests the presence of young Romans studying
in a gymnasium as early as 119/8 BC19, and we know that Cicero himself had studied in Athens and he also
had sent his son to do the same20.
Furthermore, owners made conscious references to the gymnasium in choosing the statues displayed in
their villas’ gardens. For example, in his letter to M. Fadius Gallus Cicero indicated that the sort of statues
that he had in mind for a palaestra was in the fashion of the gymnasia (similitudinem gymnasiorum):
Ea enim signa ego emere soleo quae ad similitudinem gymnasiorum exornent mihi in palaestra locum.
»The sort of statues that I am accustomed to buy are such as may adorn a place in a palaestra after the
fashion of gymnasia«21.
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We find such cultural references in the peristylia-gardens of villas, for example the head of Doryphoros
by Polykleitos in the small peristylium-garden in the Villa of the Papyri22. Cicero, or any other elite, associated these ornamenta gumnasiode with the intellectual aura of Classical Greece and provided a mere stage
for their ambitions23.
The pleasure garden
The second element in the architectural vocabulary of the peristylia-gardens is the pleasure garden, which
was not associated with the Hellenistic gymnasia. The stoai and palaestrae of the Hellenistic gymnasia were
situated in the midst of big parks, which were the earliest forms of gymnasia24. We are told, for example,
that the Akademia, Lykeion and Kynosarges were planted with trees and laid out with lawns 25 and that the
courses of the xystos of the gymnasium at Elis were aligned with tall plane trees26. The parks of the Hellenistic
gymnasia were not designed landscapes or pleasure gardens, though. Moreover, they provided open-air areas
with shade for the intellectual activities of the gymnasium27.
The inspirations for the Roman pleasure garden, with its sumptuous waterworks and its ornamental plantings, seem to have been the luxurious pleasure gardens of the Hellenistic world and East Persia. It is generally assumed that the exemplars for the Roman pleasure gardens were the royal parks of the successors of
Alexander28, e.g. in the basileia of Alexandria and in the royal palace of the Seleucids in Antioch (situated
on an island in the river Orontes)29 and the public gardens of Hellenistic cities, e.g. the public parks in Alexandria, which, in turn, emulated the Persian paradeisoi30, for example the hanging gardens in the palace of
Babylon31, the park around the palace complex at Pasargadae and the palace of Dareios in Susa32. However,
there is no indication that the incorporation of pleasure gardens in Roman domestic architecture was a conscious cultural reference to Hellenistic royal parks or to Persian paradeisoi33.
Yet again, these pleasure gardens with their ornamental plantings and sumptuous waterworks do seem to
point towards the East in that they made all the appropriate references to luxury and pleasure. The pleasure
gardens in the Roman villas were, however, not purpose-built paradeisoi, but the »paradeisos-theme« was
subordinated to the architecture34. In doing so, designers followed the tradition of the Roman domestic garden, where green spaces were either enclosed constructed landscapes or Purcell’s »domestic buildings«35.
This approach to the garden as a constructed landscape is clear in the design of the peristylium/porticus-garden, where the garden is framed and accessed by the peristylium or the porticus structure (fig. 6).
New architectural language: peristylium/Porticus structure and pleasure garden
The peristylium structure had entered the vocabulary of Roman domestic architecture in the 2nd c. BC,
where – as Dickmann’s analysis has indicated – they remained a culturally alien element »with the conscious
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intention of preserving and displaying its alien character«. In the luxury villas, Roman designers went one
step further and manipulated its design to satisfy the evolving social and cultural needs of the owners.
Until then, these two elements, the peristylium or porticus structure and the pleasure garden, were two
separate architectural forms with different ideological underpinnings. The former signified the austere architectural framework of the educational institution and the latter pointed to the excessive pleasures of the
Hellenistic East. By incorporating the pleasure garden inside the austere structure of the educational institution – the peristylium – Roman designers domesticated the luxuria of the Hellenistic East. In doing so they
did something very ›Roman‹, that is the domestication of the garden, but in a different way. The Roman
domestic garden had been a green space with religious and economic significance for the household, whereas
in the Roman luxury villa gardens this aspect was played down and the garden assumed a decorative role36.
The pleasure gardens of the luxury villas were embellished with exotic trees and ornamental shrubberies and
were animated with sculptures and moving water.
The plantings articulated and enhanced space, for example, flower beds and box hedges created paths in
the north peristylium-garden of Villa Oplontis A, which were visually enforced by the architectural design of
the villa (fig. 7)37; big plane trees provided shade, e.g. in the central peristylium-garden in Villa San Marco
(fig. 8)38. The architecture was embellished as well, e.g. by vines climbing around the columns of the southeast peristylium-garden (40 – 59) in Villa Oplontis A.39 The statuary display animated the space of the garden
by participating in its design strategies: two fauns placed on the opposing ends of the euripus in the big peristylium-garden of the Villa of the Papyri accentuated the axis of the garden40; in the east peristylium-garden
in Villa Oplontis A, marble statues and herms aligned the east side of the pool and behind them a variety
of trees – oleander, lemon, and plane trees – created a colourful backdrop with a variety of heights41. The
water structures animated the architectural forms and the sculptural ornamenta and reflected the architectural
surroundings, for example the pool in the east peristylium-garden in Villa Oplontis A (fig. 9) and the pool in
the central peristylium-garden in Villa San Marco (fig. 8). The following passage from Pliny the Younger’s
description of his Tusculan villa shows the ways in which water animated a villa’s garden:
Contra mediam fere porticum diaeta paulum recedit, cingit areolam, quae quattuor platanis inumbratur.
Inter has marmoreo labro aqua exundat circumiectasque platanos et subiecta platanis leni aspergine
fovet.
»Nearly opposite to the middle of the terrace, a dwelling-room (diaeta) recedes slightly and encircles a
small playground, which is overshadowed by four plane trees. Between these (i.e., the plane trees) water
flows out from a marble basin and waters the surrounding plane trees and the ground below them with
mild sprinkling«42.
Cultural significance: discipline and pleasure
The peristylium or the porticus structures framed all this architecture of pleasure with its accompanying
ornamenta gymnasiôdê (fig. 10). The rectangular peristylium-garden structure, which articulated a defined
relationship between the porticus and the pleasure garden, was probably the first instance of this new architectural language (generally dating after the middle of the 1st c. BC); for example, the peristylia-gardens in the
Villa of the Papyri, the peristylia-gardens in Villa San Marco (the southwest one and the central one during
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its first phase) and the southwest peristylium-garden in Villa Arianna A. At the same time, the peristylium
structure formed more loose compositions between the porticus and the garden, for example, the north and
east porticus-gardens in Villa Oplontis A and the central porticus-garden in Villa Arianna A, or the already
existing peristylia-gardens were modified to animate the forms. For example, the central peristylium-garden
in Villa San Marco acquired a curved cryptoporticus at its fourth side with a nymphaeum in its middle.
However, these two design solutions, the rectangular peristylium-garden and the loose porticus + garden
composition, was continued to be used side by side, for example, the central porticus-garden and southwest
peristylium-garden in Villa Arianna A and the peristylium- and porticus- gardens in Villa Oplontis A. One
form was not an evolution to the other, but rather both were expressions of this new architectural language.
In both cases, the peristylium structure and the loose porticus structure were the architectural framework of
the garden. They provided a semi-open (colonnaded) area, which mediated the transition of closed (interior
of the house) to open (garden) space and in doing so, domesticated the pleasure garden. The conservatism
and the freedom expressed in the design of these two architectural compositions are at the core of the luxury
villa culture, in that they fit and at the same time deny to be fitted into a canon of architectural design.
Undoubtedly, this novel architectural language formulated in space the Roman preoccupation with landscape that literary and visual representations described. In doing so, Roman designers developed an architectural language that transformed the existing Hellenistic and Roman architectural vocabularies. The two
elements of this new architectural language signified two different power relations in space: the one of discipline and the one of pleasure. By framing the architecture of pleasure with the architecture of discipline,
Roman designers domesticated the threatening luxuria of the Hellenistic East and used architectural design
in the construction of their cultural identity.
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